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1 I could not  gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission. [Delete as required] 

(a) I am  directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that adversely affects the 
environment, and 
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2 The details of my submission are in the attached table. 
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SUBMISSION POINTS 

Page 
No. 

Refere
nce 
(e.g. 

issue, 
Policy, 

Objectiv
e, Rule, 
Method 

or 
Objectiv

e 
number) 

Support/
Oppose 

Decision Sought 
Say what changes to the plan you would 

like 
Give reasons 

3 5.1  Oppose Reference to Tangata whenua 
having privelage because of their 
values and interests. Bullshit. They 
do not own the water or the rights 
to it.  

I oppose and find offensive the reference to 
any group of people specifically Tangata 
whenua appearing to have special privelage 
over the decision making process. We are a 
multicultural society with no specific gender 
or racial bias towards any race colour or 
creed. As such all should be 
mentioned/referenced as being equal in 
those decision making processes. 

4 5.1.1 Oppose Once again the reference to 
special group on no basis 
foundation. I NOTE specifically the 
lack of mention of the Chinese, 
European, European Maori, Swiss, 
American. Etc etc New Zealanders 
rights.   

Pure and utter racial discrimination. Sucking 
up to tangata whenua.  

4 WQ13 Oppose “…benefits to all……” Benefits to all means I assume benefits to all. 
Yet the implications to Maori, yet after a hui 
the assurances were made that maori and 
urupa take is not affected and does not 
trigger a resource consent. Fundamentally 
contradiction consideriong comments in 
relation to benefits to all. 
 

4 WQ13 Oppose “..There is no special water 
allocation to any group..” 

There clearly is, and this document proves it.  

5 WQ17 Oppose “….good quality information…” I agree with the idea and concept yet in my 
experience the BOPRC has been focused on 
revenue gathering for no service output. 
Illegal charges for monitoring costs when 
monitoring has not happened.   
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6 WQ01 Support Efficient allocation for everyone. Everyone? 

6 WQ03(
e) 

Oppose Future needs :Foreseeable “ is a short term fix. The cost 
here may be duplicated down the track till it is 
right. Get it right now and all will fall into place 
for our children.  

7 WQ06 Support/
Oppose 

Adverse effects of water 
abstraction…… 

The concept is correct however there is a 
severe lack of scientific data to quantify the 
current situation and thus no means to 
allocate properly future allocation. This is the 
right idea but cannot be adequately 
administered.  

8 WQ09(
c) 

Oppose Scientific research and matauranga 
maori 

Primarily this is sneaky. This blatant racism 
and putting the broad “aspirations, values 
and principals” of maori above (b) community 
values.  
This is a disgusting apartheid monocultural 
approach for new zealanders as a whole, let 
alone those concerned in this draft.  

10 WPQ Oppose (a –m) Significant control given to tangata whenua 
essentially overriding the rest of the 
community. And placing their own selfish 
needs or (wants) above the the 
environmental capacity. There is no provision 
I have seen dealing with a consumption cap 
for tangata whenua. WHY?. Are they not 
“part of the community”.  

11 WQP3 Support E Work with council to ensure all new builds 
have roof water supply.   

11 WQP3 Oppose A Any voluntary reductions in allocations should 
be supported by scientific basis not maori 
wisdom. I for one would not be altering my 
current capacity unless it was proven to be 
beneficial to specifically the community and 
environment.   

22 WQP2
3 

Support a-d The transferring of consented volume within 
an allocated area makes good sense.  
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23 WQP2
4 

Oppose Metering  Metering is not administered properly now 
and is a flawed and abused exercise for 
some water takers. What cost is to be 
imposed on the consent owner if this is to 
proceed. 

30 WQm8 Oppose Groups What a waste of time. Another committee 
telling us how to manage our lives and water.  
 

31 WQM9 Oppose Plans?? What plans, where are they and what basis, 
scientific or other do they concur with. Please 
explain 

 COSTS ?????? COSTS I didn’t notice reference to any disection of 
the proposed plan to cover costs of such an 
ambitious draft. The current charges are in  
my opinion partly unlawful and and the 
remaining part totally administrative. When 
will the BOPRC justify their existence by 
actively monitoring and adding scientific 
value to the proposal seen here., instead of 
favouring a single part of the community’s 
rights.     
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